Hard Rock made in Germany

Genre: Rock / Hard Rock / Rock & Roll / Alternative Rock / Progressive Rock

Info

The Rough Edges let hard
rock come to life again!
Their songs are rough and
edged but nevertheless
ambitious and sophisticated.
Now and then, The Rough
Edges avail themselves of
elements of different genres
but basically, the band is
shaped by uncompromising
Rock. Powerful and catchy
riffs match with a phat guitar sound, and groovy bass lines are combined with drifty
drum rhythms. The bass guitar and the drums build a solid fundament which is
responsible for supporting the singing guitar solos and melodic vocals.

Since 2012 The Rough Edges have played gigs. The band was formed by Günter Kehrein,
who is characterized by powerful riffs and melodic solos, and his son Jonny, who beats
time at the drums. In April 2016 Philippe Nix joined the band. With his harmonic but also
rough voice he is responsible for the
vocals. Christian Raimund joined the
band in November 2017 and since that
time he is the lord of the low notes on
bass. Together, the band brings back
the hard rock of old times to the stages
of our time!
In either case, The Rough Edges are
recommended to every supporter of
rock music.

History
 January 2012: Günter Kehrein (voc, gtr) and Jonny Kehrein (drums) form The
Rough Edges. Friedrich Dilger (gtr) and Walter Weinheimer (bass) are also in on it.
 April 2013: Friedrich leaves the band.
 Mai 2014: The first album of The Rough Edges is released with the title "On the
road". The album was recorded and mixed in Winnweiler by Emproad Studio.
 April 2016: Philippe Nix joins the band. So Günter can focus on guitar playing and
background singing.
 February 2017: Release of the EP „Back to life“
 November 2017: After Walter left the band in August, the band finally finds a
permanent and adequate replacement on bass: Christian Raimund

Members





Günter Kehrein (gtr, voc)
Philippe Nix (voc)
Christian Raimund (bass)
Jonny Kehrein (drums)

The latest CD: Back to life
Title: Back to life
Release: 17.02.2017
Medium: EP
Set list:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rain (04:09)
Between two worlds (04:54)
House of shadows (06:02)
Mr. Samson (05:46)
Back to life (05:53)

